Analysis of DNA in Phosphate Buffered Saline Using Kinetic Capillary Electrophoresis.
Kinetic capillary electrophoresis (KCE) methods are useful in the study of kinetics and equilibrium properties of interactions between DNA and its binding partners (ligands). KCE experiments are typically performed in a narrow set of "conventional" low-conductivity run buffers while DNA-ligand interactions in biological systems occur in physiological fluids, characterized by high ionic strengths. The nature and ionic strength of the buffer, in which DNA-ligand interaction occurs, can significantly influence the binding. Therefore, KCE experiments meant to study such interactions would greatly benefit if they could be performed in physiological buffers, such as phosphate buffered saline (PBS). No previous KCE studies of DNA used PBS as the run buffer. Here, we test the feasibility of using PBS as a KCE run buffer for analysis of DNA and show that its usage under standard KCE conditions renders DNA undetectable. We uncover the causes of this previously unreported detrimental effect and come up with a modification of KCE which allows one to overcome it. We apply the modified KCE method to an experimental model of a platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) protein and its DNA aptamer, which was selected in PBS, and show that the results obtained in PBS run buffer are much closer to previously reported values than those which were obtained with a conventional low-conductivity capillary electrophoresis (CE) buffer.